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Festival of the Growing Sun 
Emerald Dream’s History 

Contributor: Manashnee of the Blackmoon Tribe 

Every Summer for the past 14 years the Horde has gotten together for a festive fireworks party. The Festival 

is a large beach party the Blackmoon Tribe hosts every year in Sen’jin Village, Durotar, on the summer 

solstice. That doesn’t sound like a big deal on its face but all members of the Horde enjoy seeing old friends, 

and those new to the dreaming world get the WOW of a life time. It’s a surreal surprise to see the community 

out in full force, especially if you just happen upon the event by accident, but there is a story behind this 

scene. Because of the nature of being an annual event, the Festival isn’t just a crazy party outside our 

collective story. The going-ons of the realm play an impact-full role, making each year special. Our Festival 

of the Growing Sun is the hidden emerald among the everyday drama of the Dream, so it’s easy to just put a 

number counting the passage of time but let’s take a moment to highlight the Festival through the years. 

 The Festival is uniquely Emerald Dream. The first fireworks was performed just ten months after the 

realm went live. In that first year the event was limited to only RP guilds and vaguely celebrated the defeat of 

the Blood Loa Hakkar. It was a rough start with one launcher and only three colors but to see the love and 

appreciation a little fireworks show could bring we realized we needed to be bigger. With the backing of my 

guild family I swore an oath to make a fireworks show worthy of its audience. An audience that has grown in 

numbers and excitement creating a glow and sparkle I have yet to mirror with sky explosions. 

 In the early days of Burning Crusade, the Tribe with the help of local celebrates, reached out to all 

dreamers to take part in the event. This resulted in a much larger turn out. However, the realm wasn’t quite 

stable at the time and it wasn’t uncommon for the server to crash. It was most notably annoying during 

dramatic RP moments. Everyone’s concerns were well founded but by the grace of the Loa the world held 

together just long enough to finish the show before hundreds of players were booted offline and the Festival 

got its reputation as a server crashing RP event. 

 As everyone knows, our home is a very dangerous place to live. Between the unpredictability of the 

world and the constant threat of attack it may seem the rewards are as rare as finding an emerald in the rough. 

The realm is certainly no stranger to war. We’ve seen everything from feuds, man hunts, and angry mobs to a 

full out server wide civil war. The Festival has found itself in the center of all of these. Yes, we’ve had rabble, 

but for the most part the Alliance have been uncharacteristically honorable. That’s not to say they have never 

taken advantage of it for military advancement. In all of the chaos through the years we’ve heard all the 

warnings and threats from well-meaning friends and enemies alike, but the show will go on. 



 Speaking of our Alliance rivals, they were not without fireworks themselves. For around the exact 

same time we began the Festival, the Alliance guild GnomeTech had its first realm famous GnomeTech 

Prom. The Prom was a huge summer party with a renowned fireworks show. While Horde and Alliance were 

initially unable to communicate, it may come as no surprise that for the first eleven years our guilds had an 

assumed, unspoken truce but a fierce fireworks rivalry. This all came to a head in the summer of the Lich 

King when both factions shared Dalaran City. It was finally time to settle the score once and for all, for 

everyone to see. It was the first time in history that both guilds hosted their events together. This was a once 

in a lifetime opportunity to merge the two biggest RP events, and the support was massive. Of course, you all 

know who the victor of that fated fireworks fight was, as their name will forever be sung in praise and 

admiration across all of Azeroth! During the Legion Invasion we found ourselves once again in Dalaran and 

had a rematch, the results were the same and the champion continues to hold the title for best fireworks. 

 I don’t know why this event gained traction but in the early years it had a lot of support from the 

community and later became a symbol of that great community. The role I am without words truly honored to 

play in all of this is thanks to your patronage and the stability of the Blackmoon Tribe. Together we’ve been 

able to continue the tradition and together we can ensure the future of Emerald Dream has a place in this 

story. If you are now asking yourself how you can be a part of history, the answer is simple. You already are. 



 



 

On the Frontlines 

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane 

 

Redridge Warfront – Horde Report 

Submission by Dragrosh Doombringer 

 

A plan was revealed at the War Council 

meeting, a full 24 hours before the attack. 

The plan was for Soulshatter to distract the 

alliance at the Searing Gorge, while the 

forces of the horde moved to take the 

Westbrook Garrison. The plan was 

successful, but it didn’t buy them the time 

they believed it would. For once the 

Soulshatter were summoned the alliance 

quickly got to the garrison. However, with 

excellent leadership, from those present, 

the Blademasters of Durotar, the Desolate 

Conclave, Sable Sun Syndicate, and one 

lone Elf of the North. They had held it and 

slaughtered the alliance forces. 

 

“I looked among our forces before and 

after the battle, all I saw was blood lust, a 

force ready to kill, ready to end the 

alliance. Beautiful it was, this is the true 

horde, the war council we need.” 

However, on our march to Goldshire, we 

were stopped, we were ambushed by a 

force twice as big as the one we 

vanquished at the Garrison. Some may 

have saw it as defeat, others may have seen 

it as merely a struggle, but I saw it as 

victory. Though this concludes the 

warfront, we have gained so much from it, 

and lost so little. Fun it was and I hope to 

see it again. 

 

“We are the Horde… We are the War 

Council, and we will never be stopped!” 

Redridge Warfront – The Second Side  

Submission by Ren Stoneheart 

I stopped, hearing my name in the distance, a young 

boy running from the Redridge Inn, waving not one 

missive in his hand, but two.  They were nearly 

identical… The warlock was attempting a feint.  I 

mustered our Redridge forces and led them towards 

the Burning Steppes, with enough defenders of the 

realm so that the warlock would believe us fooled.  

We dealt with them in the same fashion as before, 

driving them from the lands.   

 

Armed with the knowledge their main force was 

travelling through Duskwood and Westfall, we 

quickly called our gryphons or whatever mount was 

at hand and made all haste towards the border of 

Westfall, intending to meet them at the bridge.  But 

they were faster and overcame a minor force at the 

Westbrook Garrison.  The joint forces of the Mystic 

Knights, The Ashen Vale and The Lionguard could 

not roust them and as we tended to our wounded, 

The Horde warband charged towards Goldshire.  

Luckily, those advanced warnings gave time for 

more staunch combatants to join their fellows and we 

fell on Dragrosh and his agents of destruction 

soundly destroying any hope they had of a march on 

the Gates of Stormwind!  Even as I knew the 

Warlock was rising again, I bellowed out for all to 

hear, “Did you think the Alliance would not rise up 

to defend their lands?”  



 Rise they did, our thanks to Lionguard, The 

AshenVale and all who stood side-by-side to stop the 

Horde! 

Horde War Reports! 
 
Disruption at the War Council – Redwood 
Stands Firm – Location: Undisclosed 
 
While certain tribes and clans forwarded 
ideas of complete and total genocide for all 
Alliance, Redwood clearly stated for all to 
hear that they would take no action against 
innocents.  While some pointed out that 
total annihilation was the only way to end 
the war, Redwood advisor Lohkawas 
Wildmane attempted to point out the sheer 
impossibility and that there would always 
be a rebellion if any were left.   

 
Fighting armed aggressors into the land of 
the Sindorei, the last bastion of the 
Eastern Kingdoms for the Horde, was one 
that Redwood would fully support, but full 
annihilation of the Alliance races was out 
of the question. 
 
There are other ways to peace, as I have 
pointed out numerous times in these news 
scrolls. 
 

Battle at the Docks 

Lionguard, The Ashen Vale and more, 

attempted another assault on the 

Atal’Dazar docks, disrupting merchants 

and the war effort in the Grand 

Bazaar… until Redwood Tribe 

mustered forces along with 

Blademasters of Durotar, Ironsworn 

Regiment, Knights of Mysticism, 

Syndicate and more.  A fire fight 

ensued, with Lionguard sheltering down 

inside of  and using the thin doorways 

as cover.  However, the Horde was 

patient, moving in and out of striking 

distance, mighty warriors supported by 

casters and all-important healers.  It 

took time, but the Horde gained the 

doorway and pressed inwards, leaving 

none of the Alliance attackers standing. 

 

Orgrimmar 
Portal 
Room – 
These 
short 
Humans 
have 
nothing 
better to 
do than 
harass the 
Horde 
Portal 
Keepers.  
And 
always 
when 
Redwood 
is 
peacefully 
meeting in 
the Valley 
of 
Wisdom. 
 
Pick on 
someone 
your own 
size! 
 
And, 
Lionguard 
has now 
joined 
them.  No 
doubt they 
read the 
Redwood 
Times and 
saw the 
weekly 



Observers present state that hushed words were 
exchanged between the Warlock in charge of 

Soulshatter Clan, one Dragrosh Doomslayer, 

however a different observer states that 

whatever Doomslayer said, the representative 
of Redwood Tribe stood as still as the mighty 

trees his Tribe is named for and said nothing in 

reply; standing his ground and left the council 
soon after. 

One observer stated, “Just a night on de’ 

docks.  Me loved the thunderin’ sound 

of de’ Kodo hooves poundin’ up and 

down de’ steps!  De’ Alliance can come 

anytime.  De’ Horde be ready, mon!” 

calendar 
so they 
would 
know 
where to 
spend 
their 
evenings 
with 
friends!   
 
Kudos on  
a good 
choice of 
reading 
material!!! 
 (or see 
envelope 
and add 
pics) 

 

 

Alliance 

Battle at Arom’s Stand 

Searthern Report.  Picture by Katrëll of Lionguard. (alt 137) 

I was out in Arom's Stand helping deal with what remained of the witch’s coven when the Horde launched an 

attack on the town. I did not want to fight the Horde as it is not our way and I personally take no interest in the war 

between the Horde Warchief and the Alliance King but as civilian lives were at risk I could not let them be killed for 

a war that was not theirs to fight. So, I take up arms with the local militia and a patrol of Lion Guard and Ashen Vale 

troops to defend the town. We got word that the Horde force was approaching from the west gate, so the Lion 

Guard commander takes their ranged force to a ledge close to the gate while I join their melee force just outside 

the front of the gate along with the militia. The battle was long and bloody yes; we managed to overcome their 

healer and then the rest of their force slowly fell and was forced into a retreat. At least we achieve victory but at 

what cost. We now had more wound to treat and I sure the Horde had the same as well as the dead we now lost 

and had to bury. While the Lion guard and Ashen Vale forces celebrate their victory, I could not stop thinking about 

at what cost and what did we really achieve. Our true enemy the Naga and the Old Gods grow strong each day 

while we waste resources and manpower fighting a battle that is needed to be fought.  But it seems the Alliance 

and Horde are willing to attack each other across Kul Tiras and Zandalar while Naga attack along the shore and the 

witch’s coven still resides in Drustvar, Ashvane company and Freebooter pirates in Tiragarde and Stormsong force 

still loyal to the Naga in Stormsong Valley plus what other evil is still alive in Zandalar. It gives me no pleasure to 

inform you that our mission to defeat the Old Gods look grim and there seen to be more dark times ahead before 

there look like a bright future and a chance at defeating the Naga and Old Gods. 

Your Faithful Searthern 

 



Photo submission by Katrëll, GM of Lionguard on one of their weekly assaults into Horde Territory 

The Hounds Update 
Hounds Missing Through some enthusiastic interrogations of Horde captives, it was found that not all the presumed 
fallen Hounds were indeed dead. Rallying their forces, the Hounds headed north in Silverpine. A reconnaissance 
revealed that only five guards were left to watch the fourteen imprisoned Hounds. Providing a battle plan, General 
Iceguard along with Captains Geheran, Ryder and Freeman, Lieutenants Twigge, Bloodsky and Ignas, Sergeants 
Moore and Valentino executed the rescue. Springing their assault on the camp, the Hounds met the Horde Guards 
in battle while both Lt. Twigge and Bloodsky made there to free the shackled Hounds. Slowly one by one they were 
freed, those that were still able to fight joined the fray eventually ending in a Hound victory. Gathering up their 
wounded on an old cart, they evacuated the area before Horde reinforcements could arrive. 
Back at camp, they have five Hounds with life threatening injuries. Through the quick medical guidance by Lt. 
Twigge, three Hounds were saved. Two Hounds weren’t so lucky. After two weeks, construction was finally 
completed on the wall around their camp. Current plans are to begin on two towers along the walls of the camp. As 
the Hounds venture forth the constant fight to safeguard their lands continue. 



Vigilants of Proudmoore Update 
Zeeky and Ferador followed Plutan’s trail in Zuldazar and discovered that he had been captured, once again, by the 
Naga (who had also captured him a few months ago, during the Battle of Dazaralor, though he was rescued almost 
immediately). They tracked the Naga to the Eye of Azshara and freed the wounded bear in the nick of time; Queen 
Azshara and one of her favorite handmaidens were in route to collect him and take him to Nazjatar. Plutan took the 
news of the attack by the corrupted Uranon and his doppelgänger the Red Bear very, very poorly, collapsing in 
anguish at the death of his former Thero’shan, his failure to defend Aessina’s Gift from being twisted into a Rod of 
Domination, and in horror of the possibility that Uranon had once again embraced a path of corruption. The Vigilants 
needed answers and so they sought out Uranon at the last location he had been seen before Darkshore, in Drustvar 
where he had been leading a band of other Lightforged in cleansing the province of the Coven’s corruption, to 
Plutan’s uncontainable joy and to the relief of the others, the Uranon they found in Drustvar was uncorrupted just like 
his brother. A holy scry into his heart by the High Inquisitor confirmed his outward appearance as genuine. It was 
clear, then; there were doppelgängers of Plutan and Uranon at large in the world, wielding the Rod of Domination 
with ill intent. The problem was beyond them. They needed Jaina. But she was still very weak from her wounds 
sustained on the high seas, which had only grown worse. Plutan resolved that they would devote all their energy into 
preparing an Elixir of Life to restore her to health from the Apple of Aessina Wellgunda had recovered in Darkshore 
before her death. 

Coalition of Azeroth Report 



 

Marvelous Menagerie by Garthayne Willowbark of The Päck  

Spectral Tiger Cub 
 
This is a Trading Card Game item, obtained by the Spectral Kitten card in the expansion "Scourgewar." 
This will then give you an in-game code that can be redeemed by Landro Longshot in Booty Bay. 
 
There are 2 ways to obtain this cute little kitty. You may buy this special kitty on the auction house. The 
price will vary from server to server. Currently, on Emerald Dream, there are 2 for sale. The first is a level 
25 for 343k and a level 1 for 333k. There is a small percentage chance of getting one if you can find any of 
the Scourgewar cards still for sale. Other black-market sales come with a buyer beware.  
 
This cute pet is part of the feline (specials) battle pet family. 
 
Their abilities are as followed: 

 

Name Type Accuracy 

Claw Beast 100% 

Evanescence Magic 100% 

Leap Beast 100% 

Rend Beast 50% 

Spectral Strike Magic 50% 

Prowl Beast 100% 
 

https://www.wowhead.com/npc=17249/landro-longshot


 

Alliance 
 
Plutan Nighthoven is the loyal servant and legate of Lady Jaina Proudmoore. Born more 
than ten thousand years ago to Night Elven parents before the Sundering, Plutan has 
walked the face of Azeroth for millennia. As a youth, he studied magic in the great 
schools of Suramar along with his brother, Uranon Nighthoven. When the War of the 
Ancients erupted with the invasion of the Burning Legion, Plutan forswore magic and 
embarked on the path of druidism in the tutelage of Ursoc and Cenarius. His brother, 
however, turned to the path of the demon hunter, and became a dreaded servant of 
Queen Azshara. Near the end of the war, Plutan and Uranon fought in the collapsing 
ruins of Eldarath and Uranon was defeated. Plutan imprisoned him, unable to kill the last 
elf of his blood. In more recent years, following the Third War and the entry of the 
Kaldorei into the Alliance, Plutan has become a devoted follower of the human sorceress 
Jaina Proudmoore. He served as Cenarion ambassador to Theramore in happier days 
before its fall, and became the leader of Jaina's retinue, the Vigilants of Proudmoore, 
during the recent war against the Legion. His fate as a staunchly traditional druid was 
ironic, however, as he was forced to release his brother, the demon hunter, from his 
prison in order to fight the Legion, and an arcane accident left him infused with magic. 
Only by the guidance of Ursol has he been able to maintain control of his new form, that 
of a brilliant blue bear. Disavowed by the Cenarion Circle, Plutan is not a druid nor a 
mage, but something different. A bear, in his own words. With Jaina's return to Kul Tiras 
and assumption of the post of Lord Admiral, Plutan now leads her forces in restoring 
order to the island kingdom and in its defense against the Banshee Queen's Horde. 
 
 

Horde 
 
Ashnod, born of Quel’Thalas. Her age is currently unknown, though she does keep talley 
of the piles of ash she has created from those whom have inquired. 
She thoroughly enjoys setting her enemies ablaze with fel fire. If that wasn’t enough, she 
also likes to unknowingly set the tails of cloaks on fire and wait to see how long it takes 
the person to notice. She doesn’t play well with Paladins or particularly smelly orcs. Her 
loyalties ultimately lie with the Fel Lords with the exception of the Blademasters of 
Durotar, led by Shamzakel. Mainly motivated by gold, and sharp looking transmogs, she 
strives to be a powerful Warlock who is respected and feared throughout the lands. She 
IS approachable, though with social interactions. She is very witty, quick thinking and 
devilish in her demeanor. If you wish to win her over, ask her out for a drink or tempt her 
with fel rituals. Sometimes even sugary desserts do the trick! 
 
 

 

 

Afternoon at the Grim Guzzler Cat Attack? 

Contributors: Redwood Times Staff Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane 



Gossip and Rumors you might hear after a few Sulfuron 

Slammers! 

 

Coldridge Company Healers report multiple cases of 

deafness after a recent Karaoke Concert.  Meanwhile in 

Silithus, The Speaker was seen going into the Chamber 

of the Heart and from deep within an offkey voice was 

overheard singing, “Welcome to Emerald Dream where 

the players play…”  Piercingly offkey, Hamuul 

Runetotem pulled back the Earthen Ring and Cenarion 

Circle from the vicinity of the Sword.  The timing could 

not be worse for Azeroth. 

 

Word from across Kalimdor says Chieftain Abrahof 

Ragetotem is asking for 60 male orc scalps?  The 

purpose remains to be seen.  Goblin bookies are finding 

it hard to find any takers against, even at 60-1 odds.  

 

They say 7 out of 10 visitors to Naz’mir are returning 

with an infection of blood mites… hope the Innkeepers 

are washing the linen. 

 

Leeked, and I mean leeked!  Stormwind officials claim 

that the loaded potato soup and tatertot surprise served at 

the Slaughtered Lamb don’t use real potatoes.  

Investigators found cauliflower used as substitute and 

are looking into claims of false advertising!  What the 

Fel are they thinking at that pub?!? 

What is with all the cats in this edition 

of the Redwood Times? 

 

Spectral Tiger Cub claims first look in 

our new Marvelous Menagerie Series. 

 

Fekheu, best kitty, becomes a KFL 

Team Owner 

 

And pictures of what is now becoming 

a famous line up of Lionguard (twice 

in this edition alone)! 

 

Best watch out for those prowling 

Druids, they’re everywhere. 

 

(((add pic of Serenta in 

Highmountain))) 

 

Azeroth Sports  



 
After the recent Skills Invitational, Fekheu, the best kitty, has requested entry for his new team into the 
Kick Fish League 
 
“Vroom, Vroom, Vroom!”  What’s that?  Kaitohutohu inspired by the Crime Beater news out of Stormwind 

has picked up a cycle 
and is excited to 
announce a new 
entry into the Sports 
Division. 
 
He may not be born 
to be wild as he has 
not found an 
appropriate track! 
 
Can anyone help 
young Springpaw 
find a place to ride 
and race, and maybe 
find his inner wild 
child? 

 

 

Breakfast of the Shu’halo submission by Yongfere Blackpaw, Redwood Tribe 

Oats and Nuts Breakfast Mix 
 
4 cups rolled oats                                                                  
1 cup sliced almonds 
1 cup chopped pecans 
1 cup raw sunflower seeds 
1/3 cup canola oil 
1/2 cup honey 
1 teaspoon crushed vanilla 
1 tablespoon ground cinnamon 
 
Bring 8 cups of water to boil over the campfire, 
move off to the side just enough to keep a light 
boil, add oats and stir occasionally.  Add the rest 
of ingredients as desired. 

Eat your Oats and Nuts, so you can be big and strong 

like Redwood Tribe’s Warbrave, Torahate Redwood.   

This breakfast mix is best served with cold Kodo or 

cow milk depending accessibility. 

 

 



 

Brew of the Month Rune Madness by Leidolfr 

Blackrock Lager Thurisaz 

Straight from Blackrock Mountain and the main 
cause of Internal Combustion! 
 
Not infernal silly warlocks and not Imfernal 
either? 
 
No Internal Combustion – you know when your 
insides are burning and your breathe is like red 
smoke…  
 
OH!... don’t dispel that! 
 
 

Each month, I Leidolfr, will tell of Rune.   
 
This month is Thurisaz – Thor’s Rune 
Conflict, challenge, like 
cleansing fire lead to 
change 
 
If pull downside up, you 
stubborn and no listen to 
advice or dull not want 
change 
 
This one can be danger, be careful! 

 

What Happening in Azeroth Chief’s Corner  

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane Contributor: Editor-in-Chief 

Emerald Dream Open Events Only in this Section: 

Saturday June 8 and June 15 – Hosted by Elves of the North 7:00 

PM War of the Plaguelands – D20 Event 

 

Torahate and Leidolfr Tours Presents: The Vale of Eternal 

Blossoms, Pandaria – Tuesday June 18th and June 25th 9:30 PM 

(same tour both dates -  RP) 

 

Onslaught Academy every Tuesday at 7:00 PM with Desolate 

Conclave – Hosted by Benedikt 

 

Tap Takeover – Every Tuesday 9PM server with the always elegant 

Baast as your host – Blue Recluse 

 

Laughing Tree Warband – learn to pvp and collect trophies from 

Nadkonkor – Redwood Tribe’s laughing skull Orc!  7:00 PM every 

Wednesday 

 

The Desolate Clinic – every Thursday at 8:00 PM atop the gates of 

Orgrimmar – Get diagnosed and possibly cured by learned 

apothecaries.  Social RP 

 

Thursdays – Rebel Alliance WPVP – Join The Ashen Vale, 

Lionguard, Kul Tiras Marines and more as they look to clash with 

whatever Horde forces they can find.  8:00 PM 

 

Honor, Respect, Trust, 

Integrity 

 

Sometimes you may find 

yourself an outcast for the 

things that you enjoy, or 

for your beliefs.  Things 

that do not negatively 

affect anyone else or the 

world around you but are 

integral to who you are in 

the world. 

 

This feeling of not being 

accepted, of being an 

Outcast from what others 

consider “normal” is what 

has driven many of the 

races of the Horde 

together, and even some 

Alliance possibly. 

 

But we must treat each 

other in the Horde how we 

wanted to be treated 



And every Saturday – Bar nights at various locations for Horde, and 

Alliance has been hanging out in Stormwind 

 

Micro holidays 

 

Darkmoon Faire June 2- 8 – Two rock bands, rollercoaster, and 

arena combat to the death!  Don’t forget to visit the Faire! 

 

June 6 - 8 Thousand Boat Bash – Time for a Summer Break!  And 

thankfully, Deathwing’s Destructive wake has left a beautiful lake 

for boating.  Head down to Thousand Needles and get started! 

 

June 21-July 5 Midsummer Fire Festival – Celebrate the hottest 

season of the year all around Azeroth!  Show off your torch tossing 

skills or at least work on them 

originally!  Accepted as 

the person we truly are.   

 

The Editor-in-Chief 

suggests starting with the 

above four words… Horde 

and Alliance both.   And 

take it out in the world 

with you, whether in wpvp 

or in cross-faction 

storytelling, you can’t go 

wrong to keep these words 

close at hand. 

 

Lohkawas Wildmane 

 

Tales from the Desolate Conclave by Franzis Benedikt 

AS#64 
 
The Recerant Rescuer 
 
Designation: Virtues 
 



AS#64 is an aquatic creature believed 
to hunt in and around the Veiled Sea. 
AS#64 resembles an Azerothian 
Cephalopoda class organism to 
individuals with a Barov Psychic 
Resistance Score of █. Others 
typically perceive AS#64 as a friendly 
ocean vessel. It is currently unknown 
what if any other misconceptions 
AS#64 is capable of inducing.  
 
AS#64 first came to TDC's attention 
when the crew of the Bilgewater 
Vessel, the SS ███, were arrested 
for falsifying reports to mask 
incompetence during an attempted 
rescue of the Sin'Dorei ████. 
Captain ████ insisted he saw the 
surviving crew of the ████ board an 
unknown Orcish vessel before it 
abruptly sank. No other Horde vessels 
were reported in the area. 

 
Graveguard Unit █, Beach Bandits, 
were deployed to observe any vessels 
signaling a distress call and 
discovered a Kaldorei ship adrift off 
Feralas's coast. Unit █ noted AS#64 
emerging from the waters ██ nautical 
miles north of the distressed vessel. 
AS#64 approached the Kaldorei ship 
where its crew was observed waving 

and conversing at it. AS#64 contorted itself, laying a tentacle on the deck which the crew 
crossed over upon. The crew acted relieved and casual throughout the phenomenon. 
When the last crewman reached AS#64 it became evident they were standing in its 
maw, which engulfed them. AS#64 began chewing before it dived, suggesting a 
digestive system inconsistent with its appearance. Recent reports of both Horde and 
Alliance supply ships vanishing along with dockworkers around █████ suggests AS#64 
has been drawn to the coast by the Blood War. 
 

Crime Beater by Nahkona Bloodtotem 

New Reports as of 6/6/19 
 
Noise complaints came in late the other night at the Blue Recluse in Stormwind. Reports 
of multiple patrons being rowdy and having a good time. Reports also say a drunken 
patron was chased around the bar by Bartender Baast Duskwing. When asked about the 
noise complaints and shenanigans taking place that night, Baast had given the reporter 
a deadpan look along with a smirk and a shrug saying quote: “I dunnae wha’ y’r talkin’ 
‘bout. Last Tuesday was nae rowdier than usual. As f’r chasin’ patrons, sometimes 
people try t’ skip out in their tab. Jus’ settlin’ some business, tha’s all.” 
 



 
Recent reports on Zuldazar docks, have had multiple cases of children pick pocketing 
gold from passersby. Guards are aware and questioning locals. One patron of a shelter 
for children, located on the docks was quoted saying "My children would neva' do 
anyt'ing wrong! D'ey are angels!" The reporter later realized after heading back to the 
Times offices that he was short some gold.  
 
Guards would like to remind everyone traveling, that ports have a long history of grifters, 
and travel with caution.  
 
There have been multiple reports of civilians getting near the remains of Undercity. 
Guards kindly ask to stay away from that area, there’s still blight lingering around the 
area and for your safety, blight is very serious and will continue to enforce the closure of 
the area. 

WANTED! 

Have you seen this Goblin? 
Wanted for questioning about the ship 

that entered Booty Bay a few weeks ago 
that was taking on water. 

 
One Jak Blastcap is a goblin mechanic 
known in Booty Bay where he started his 
own shop. Blastcap has not been seen in 
a couple of months after leaving his wife 
Sevvi and their 2-year-old daughter on 
their own.  
Swiftsilver Foundation has been caring for 
the wife and child.  One bruiser overheard 
saying, “Just another reason to find this 
deadbeat and beat the info from him.” 
 

Have you seen this Warlock? 
Wanted for questioning in conjunction 

with missing potatoes from the Westfall 
Farmer’s Cooperative! 

 
Subject may have connections to a recent 
menu malfunction at a local pub in 
Stormwind!  Reports from Westfall claim 
that associates of the Warlock may have 
raided 492 tons of potatoes as they 
marched through Westfall as part of a 
surprise attack on Westbrook Garrison! 
 
At this time, the reason for the Horde’s 
acquisition of potatoes is unknown. 

 

 

Dark Iron Travels #7 by Acialga Embercast  

Coldridge Valley, frigid snow-covered wasteland if you ask me, troggs prancing around 
in loincloths like the insensible lot they are.  I followed the road to the Company’s 
location and went in.   It was warm, definitely a building once inhabited by my 
bronzebeard brethren, but not a single dwarf was in sight.   

The draenei sweeping looked suspiciously giant, and the human looked just as big in the 
small building. 

“Can I help you?” some little sneering gnome behind a desk asked, in the go fuck 
yourself manner.  

I held up the flyer and set my pack down by the doorframe.  “I got this in Stormwind, 
now, I have traveled far to get here, the tram was down.” 

“Am I supposed to care how far you traveled Dark Iron.” The gnome responded.  



I could feel my blood getting fiery, but I held my tongue. “I am here for the security 
position, now, I know I do not look like much, but do not underestimate me.” 

“Position is filled a week ago, looks like you took your time getting out here, showing 
how lazy you dark irons are. We do not take lazy here at Coldridge Company, we only 
take those dedicated, and motivated.” The gnome responded, looking down at some 
files on her desk, not even looking me in the eye. 

“I see.” I grabbed my pack and turned around, and headed out the hallway, when I ran 
into this fat panda.  

“Where ya going dwarf?  Come inside for some tea.” the panda said as he sort of sat me 
up from bouncing off his stomach. 

“Not wanted here, the gnome made it clear!” I responded and started walking again 

“What gnome? The intern? Bleh, ignore that little rat, she ain’t nothin’ friend, come on in” 
the panda offered again, “I’ll take you to the boss, I see you have our ad in your hand.” 

I walked in and the gnome was doodling on the papers, I glared at her, and she stuck 
her tongue out and laughed. 
Meet the Staff of the Redwood Times:   ((get pics from blizz)) 

Lohkawas Wildmane  editor-in-chief, sports 

Yongfere Blackpaw – food, wine, and hearth 

Acialga Emberbrew of Coldridge Company – Entertainment Series (Dark Iron Travels and Coldridge Tales 

such as Strangers in the Swamp) 

Nahkona Bloodtotem Crime Beater and Wanted Files 

The Päck’s Garthayne Willowbark  - Marvelous Menagerie 

Mayalen Highmountain – Horoscopes, Leidolfr – Rune Madness 

Benedikt of The Desolate Conclave  - Supernatural 

War Correspondents – Deàthchàrge, Advaris, and Lohkawas    

Chibs -  Staff Photographer 

And a host of freelance field reporters and everyone pitching in on  - And room for more 😉 

 

Suramar  Storytelling 



Horde                       Food                           Storytelling                       Alcohol                                    Alliance 
And no one died.  The traditions of Storytelling thrive on both Horde and Alliance. 







 

 

 

 

 


